OPNAV NOTICE 5400

From:  Chief of Naval Operations

Subj:  REALIGNMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE COMMAND OF OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SUBORDINATE ACTIVITIES

Ref:   (a) OPNAVINST 5400.44A
       (b) OPNAVINST 5400.45

1. **Purpose.** To implement Secretary of the Navy approval of the realignment of administrative control (ADCON) of Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) subordinate activities, per reference (a).

2. **Background.** This action is part of a larger request to rename Navy Cyber Forces to Navy Information Dominance Force (NAVIDFOR) and to realign the ADCON of all U.S. Fleet Cyber Command and ONI subordinate commands under NAVIDFOR as an information dominance type commander. There will be no infrastructure changes as a result of this action, but all manpower will transfer to NAVIDFOR, which will assume responsibility for all manning, training and equipping of information dominance forces. A support relationship between ONI (supported commander) and NAVIDFOR (supporting commander) is established by this action. NAVIDFOR provides ADCON support for these activities assigned “mission support” to ONI. ONI has operational responsibility for these, including immediate superior in command and reporting senior responsibilities. NAVIDFOR and ONI will work integrated solutions to achieve unit readiness to meet mission requirements.

3. **Organizational Changes.** The ADCON of the following activities will move from ONI to NAVIDFOR effective 1 October 2014:

   Nimitz Operational Intelligence Center, Washington, DC
   
   Farragut Technical Analysis Center, Washington, DC
4. Action

a. Commander, Office of Naval Intelligence and Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command will take appropriate actions, consistent with reference (a), to effect the ADCON realignment of the commands listed above.

b. Director, Navy Staff Organization and Management Branch (DNS-33) will annotate the revised ADCON in reference (b).

5. Records Management. Records created as a result of this notice, regardless of media or format, shall be managed per Secretary of the Navy Manual 5210.1 of January 2012.

6. Cancellation Contingency. This notice will remain in effect for 1 year or until superseded, whichever occurs first. The organization action will remain effective until changed by Director, Navy Staff.

S. H. SWIFT
Director, Navy Staff
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